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Abstract. We propose a data model for investigating constraints that
enforce the entity integrity of semi-structured big data. Particular sup-
port is given for the volume, variety, and veracity dimensions of big data.
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1 Introduction

Database management systems model some domain of the real-world within a
database system. For that purpose, SQL governs data by the rigid structure
of relations [5]. Big data must handle potentially large volumes of data that
may originate from heterogeneous sources (variety) with different degrees of
uncertainty (veracity) [1]. Given the mature and popular technology that SQL
provides many organizations use SQL to manage big data, at least when it is
semi-structured such as in JSON format. While unstructured data, such as text
or images, is not our focus, there is a rich landscape of techniques and tools for
converting unstructured into semi-structured or even structured data [1].

We introduce the class of keys and functional dependencies (FDs) over pos-
sibilistic SQL data, with the aim to efficiently reason about the entity integrity
of semi-structured big data that accommodates the volume, variety and veracity
dimensions. Codd stipulated entity integrity as one of the three major integrity
principles in databases [5]. Entity integrity refers to the principle of representing
each entity of the application domain uniquely within the database. Violations
of this principle are common in database practice, resulting in their own fields
of research including entity resolution [4] and data cleaning [9].

While keys and FDs have standard definitions in the relational model, sim-
ple extensions introduce opportunities to define these concepts differently [18].
SQL, for example, permits occurrences of a so-called null marker, denoted by
⊥, to say that there is no information about the value of this row on this col-
umn [10, 21]. Moreover, columns can be defined as NOT NULL to prevent null
marker occurrences. The interpretation of ⊥ is deliberately kept simple to uni-
formly accommodate many types of missing information, including values that
do not exist or values that exist but are currently unknown [21]. While such dis-
tinction is possible, it would lead to an application logic that is too complex for
database practice [6]. In modern applications, for example data integration, null
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Fig. 1: JSON data from different information sources

markers are used frequently by SQL to fit data of heterogeneous structure within
a uniform table. This is SQL’s answer to the variety dimension of big data. SQL
also permits the duplication of rows in support of a multiset semantics, where
FDs can no longer express keys [12]. Hence, for SQL we need to study the com-
bined class of keys and FDs. The veracity dimension abandons the view that all
data are equal to improve the outcomes of data-driven decision making. Proba-
bilistic and possibilistic databases offer complementary approaches to uncertain
data. Essentially, there is a trade-off as probabilistic databases offer continuous
degrees of uncertainty and real probability distributions are hard to come by
and maintain, while possibilistic databases offer discrete degrees of uncertainty
and are simpler to come by and maintain [8, 17].

Contributions and Organization. We introduce our running example in
Section 2. We propose a framework of data structures capable of handling all
combinations of the volume, variety, and veracity dimension of semi-structured
big data within possibilistic SQL. Section 3 reviews isolated previous work un-
der this framework. We define our possibilistic SQL model in Section 4, and
possibilistic SQL constraints in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.

2 The Running Example

Table 1: A University Employment Table
row emp dpt mng p-degree interpretation origin
1 ⊥ Math Simon α1 fully possible payroll
2 ⊥ Stats Simon α1 fully possible payroll
3 Mike CS Shaun α1 fully possible payroll
4 Tom CS Shaun α1 fully possible payroll
5 Derek Physics ⊥ α1 fully possible payroll
6 John Music Scott α1 fully possible payroll
7 John Music Scott α2 quite possible website
8 Andy ⊥ Sofia α2 quite possible website
9 Andy ⊥ Sam α2 quite possible website
10 Bob Biology Susan α3 somewhat possible blog
11 Bob Arts Susan α3 somewhat possible blog

As a simple running ex-
ample consider Figure 1
that shows some JSON
data. JSON is the de-
facto standard for manag-
ing and exchanging semi-
structured data, due to
its capability to accom-
modate different informa-
tion structures [16].

In our example, the
information origins from
three sources: payroll data,
web data, and blog data.
As the data stewards associate different levels of trust with these sources, they
would like to attribute these levels of trust to the data from the sources. We are
using an SQL-based DBMS, and the data stewards have transformed the JSON
data into SQL-compliant format as shown in Table 1.
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The null marker ⊥ indicates that no information is available for a data ele-
ment of a given attribute, such as information on employees working in Maths.
The column p-degree represents the levels of trust for the data elements. The
highest p-degree α1 is assigned to payroll data, α2 to web data, and α3 to blog
data. This application scenario will be used to illustrate concepts.

3 Related Work

As a first main contribution, we introduce a systematic framework for han-
dling the volume, variety, and veracity dimension of big data. We apply the
framework to manage and reason about entity integrity in those dimensions.
Figure 2 shows all combinations of the three dimensions, ordered as a lattice.

Fig. 2: Framework for Semi-structured Big Data,
Related work, and New Contributions

A directed edge means that
the target node covers ad-
ditional dimensions over the
source node. For each combi-
nation of dimensions, we indi-
cate a data structure for the
combination. At the bottom
are relations (sets of rows).
Arguably, these may already
accommodate the volume di-
mension. The nodes on top of
relations are bags, partial re-
lations, and p-relations. Bags
accommodate the volume di-
mension by permitting duplicate rows, partial relations accommodate the variety
dimension by permitting null markers (as explained earlier), and p-relations ac-
commodate the veracity dimension. Above these single dimensions we then have
any combinations of two dimensions, and the top node combines all three di-
mensions.

We now use this framework to discuss previous work on entity integrity rules,
based on the three dimensions of semi-structured big data. These are marked in
cyan in Figure 2. Well-known are Armstrong’s axioms for FDs in the relational
model [2] and the corresponding algorithms for deciding implication [7]. For bags,
the interaction of keys and FDs was characterized in [12], using the technique of
FD-reducts. Over partial relations, the implication problem for keys and FDs in
the presence of NOT NULL constraints was solved in [10], using so-called attribute
guards. The implication problem over SQL tables, which combine bags and par-
tial relations, was solved by [10]. Finally, the implication problem of FDs over
p-relations was solved in [14], using so-called β-cuts.

We can view these isolated results under our big data framework. This view
motivates us to extend the previous techniques to new combinations of these
dimensions. These include the combination of i) volume and veracity, ii) variety
and veracity, and iii) volume, variety, and veracity (marked green in Figure 2).
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4 Possibilistic SQL Tables

An SQL table schema, denoted by T , is a finite non-empty set of attributes.
The domain of each attribute contains the null marker, ⊥, as a distinguished
element. As running example, we use the table schema Work={emp,dpt,mng}
with information about employees that work in departments under managers.

A row (or tuple) over table schema T is a function r : T → ∪A∈T dom(A)
assigning to every attribute a value from the attribute’s domain. The image r(A)
of a row r on attribute A is the value of r on A. For X ⊆ T , a row r over T is
X-total, if r(A) 6=⊥ for all A ∈ X. A row r is total, if it is T -total.

We adopt Zaniolo’s interpretation of ⊥ as “no information” [21]. That is,
r(A) =⊥ means no information about the value of row r on attribute A is
available. It may mean there is no value at all, or that there is a value which is
currently unknown. SQL uses this interpretation [10, 21].

Our data model handles duplicates as tables are multisets of rows. An SQL
table over table schema T is a finite multiset t of rows over T . For X ⊆ T ,

Table 2: Table over Work
emp dpt mng
John Music Scott
John Music Scott
Derek Physics ⊥
Derek Physics ⊥

the table t is X-total, if every row r ∈ t is X-
total. Table t is total, if t is T -total. A total table
is called a bag. Table 2 shows an example of a ta-
ble over Work. The third row has value Derek on
emp, value Physics on dpt, and marker ⊥ on mng.
The first and second row are total, and the third and
fourth row, as well as the table itself are {emp, dpt}-
total. The first and second row, as well as the third
and fourth row, respectively, are duplicate tuples,
since they have matching values on all attributes.

SQL does not accommodate uncertainty. For example, one cannot say tuple
(Derek, Physics, ⊥) is less likely to occur than tuple (John, Music, Scott). We ex-
tend our data model by assigning degrees of possibilities (p-degrees)

Table 3: Possible Worlds of p-SQL table from Table 1
t1

emp dpt mng
⊥ Math Simon
⊥ Stats Simon

Mike CS Shaun
Tom CS Shaun

Derek Physics ⊥
John Music Scott

t2
emp dpt mng
⊥ Math Simon
⊥ Stats Simon

Mike CS Shaun
Tom CS Shaun

Derek Physics ⊥
John Music Scott
John Music Scott
Andy ⊥ Sofia
Andy ⊥ Sam

t3
emp dpt mng
⊥ Math Simon
⊥ Stats Simon

Mike CS Shaun
Tom CS Shaun

Derek Physics ⊥
John Music Scott
John Music Scott
Andy ⊥ Sofia
Andy ⊥ Sam
Bob Biology Susan
Bob Arts Susan

to tuples, thereby also
extending the model
of [14, 15] where no
duplicate nor partial
information was used.
In our example, p-
degrees result from
the source the tuples
originate from. The
tuples in Table 1 orig-
inate from payroll,
website or blog data,
respectively. Payroll
data is ‘fully pos-
sible’, website data
‘quite possible’, and blog data ‘somewhat possible’, while other tuples are ‘im-
possible’ to occur in the current table. Since p-degrees can have different mean-
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ings, we denote them by abstract symbols α1, . . . , αk, αk+1. Table 1 shows an
instance with p-degrees assigned to tuples. The table has meta-data columns:
‘row’ assigns an identifier to each tuple, while ‘interpretation’ and ‘origin’ show
the interpretation of p-degrees and the source of tuples, respectively.

A possibility scale is a strict finite linear order Sp = (Sp, >p), denoted by
α1 >p · · · > αk >p αk+1, where k is at least one. The elements αi are possibility
degrees (p-degrees). In Table 1 we have k = 3 for the possibility scale. Fully
possible rows have p-degree α1, while the least possible rows have p-degree α3.
The bottom p-degree αk+1 = α4 captures rows ‘impossible’ for the current table.
Non-possibilistic tables are a special case of possibilistic ones where k = 1.

A possibilistic SQL table schema (or p-SQL table schema) is a pair (T,Sp),
where T is a table schema and Sp is a possibility scale. A possibilistic SQL table
(or p-SQL table) over (T,Sp) consists of a table t over T , and a function Posst
that maps each row r ∈ t to a p-degree Posst(r) 6= αk+1 in the p-scale Sp. The
p-SQL table of our example is shown in Table 1. It consists of an SQL table
over Work in which every row is assigned a p-degree from α1, α2 or α3. P-SQL
tables enjoy a well-founded possible world semantics. The possible worlds form a
linear chain of k SQL tables in which the i-th possible world contains tuples with
p-degree αi or higher. Given a p-SQL table t over (T,Sp), the possible world ti
associated with t is defined by ti = {r ∈ t | Posst(r) ≥ αi}, that is, ti is an
SQL table of those rows in t that have p-degree αi or higher. Since tk+1 would
contain impossible tuples it is not considered a possible world. Table 3 shows
the possible worlds of the p-SQL table from Table 1. The possible worlds of t
form a linear chain t1 ⊆ t2 ⊆ t3.

The linear order of the p-degrees α1 > · · · > αk results in a reversed linear
order of possible worlds associated with a p-SQL table t: t1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ tk. We point
out the distinguished role of the top p-degree α1. Every row that is fully possible
belongs to every possible world. Therefore, every fully possible row is also fully
certain. This explains why p-SQL tables subsume SQL tables as a special case.

5 Possibilistic SQL Constraints

We recall the definitions of SQL FDs and NOT NULL constraints [10]. Keys are
essential to entity integrity and cannot be expressed by FDs in this context.

Intuitively, a key is an attribute collection that can separate different rows
by their values on the key attributes. We adopt the semantics for the SQL
constraint UNIQUE by separating different rows whenever they are total on the
key attributes. A key over an SQL table schema T is an expression u(X) where
X ⊆ T . An SQL table t over T satisfies u(X) over T , denoted by |=t u(X), if for
all r1, r2 ∈ t we have: if r1(X) = r2(X) and r1, r2 are X-total, then r1 = r2. The
possible world t1 of Table 3 satisfies u(emp), while t2 and t3 violate this key.

The following semantics of FDs goes back to Lien [13]. A functional depen-
dency (FD) over an SQL table schema T is an expressionX → Y whereXY ⊆ T .
An SQL table t over T satisfies X → Y over T , denoted by |=t X → Y , if for all
r1, r2 ∈ t we have: if r1(X) = r2(X) and r1, r2 are X-total, then r1(Y ) = r2(Y ).
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The possible world t2 of Table 3 satisfies emp → dpt and dpt → mng, while t3
satisfies dpt→ mng, but not emp→ dpt.

SQL NOT NULL constraints control occurrences of the null marker. They have
been studied in combination with FDs and multivalued dependencies [10]. A
NOT NULL constraint over an SQL table schema T is an expression n(X) where
X ⊆ T . An SQL table t over T satisfies the NOT NULL constraint n(X) over T ,
denoted by |=t n(X), if t is X-total. For a given set Σ of constraints over T we
call Ts = {A ∈ T | ∃n(X) ∈ Σ ∧A ∈ X} the null-free subschema (NFS) over T .
If Ts = T , we call T a bag schema, as instances over T are bags. For example,
n(dpt) is satisfied by the possible world t1 in Table 3, but not by t2 or t3.
Possibilistic SQL Constraints. We extend our semantics of SQL constraints
to possibilistic SQL tables. Following [14], we use the p-degrees of rows to specify
with which certainty an SQL constraint holds. Similar to how αi denotes p-
degrees of rows, βi denotes c-degrees by which constraints hold. Let us inspect
some SQL constraints on the possible worlds t1, t2, t3 in Table 3. The constraint
dpt→ mng is satisfied by t3, and therefore by t2 and t1. Since the constraint is
satisfied by every possible world, it is ‘fully certain’ to hold, denoted by β1. The
constraint emp→ dpt is satisfied by t2 and therefore by t1, but it is not satisfied
by t3. Since the constraint is only violated by the ‘somewhat possible’ world t3,
it is ‘quite certain’ to hold, denoted by β2. The constraint u(emp) is satisfied by
t1, but it is not satisfied by t2 and therefore not by t3. Since the smallest possible
world that violates the constraint is ‘quite possible’, it is ‘somewhat certain’ to
hold, denoted by β3. The constraint n(emp) is not even satisfied in the ‘fully
possible’ world t1. It is ‘not certain at all’ to hold, denoted by β4.

The examples illustrate how the p-degrees of rows motivate degrees of cer-
tainty (c-degrees) with which constraints hold on p-SQL tables. If the smallest
world that violates a constraint has p-degree αi (this world is impossible only
when all possible worlds satisfy the constraint), then the constraint holds with
c-degree βk+2−i. For example, the p-key u(emp) holds with c-degree β3 in the p-
SQL table t of Table 1, meaning the smallest possible world that violates u(emp)
is t2, which is ‘quite possible’, that is u(emp) is ‘somewhat certain’ to hold in t.
We introduce the certainty scale derived from a given possibility scale.

Let (T,Sp) denote a p-SQL table schema where the bottom p-degree of Sp
is k + 1. The certainty scale STp for (T,Sp) is the strict finite linear order β1 >p
· · · >p βk >p βk+1. The top c-degree β1 is for constraints that are ‘fully certain’,
while the bottom c-degree βk+1 is for constraints that are ‘not certain at all’.

We define by which c-degree an SQL constraint holds on a p-SQL table.
Similar to marginal probabilities in probability theory, we call this c-degree the
marginal certainty. In SQL tables an SQL constraint either holds or does not
hold. In a p-SQL table, an SQL constraint always holds with some c-degree.

Definition 1 (Marginal certainty). Let σ denote an SQL key, FD or NOT

NULL constraint over table schema T . The marginal certainty ct(σ) by which σ
holds in the p-SQL table t over (T,Sp) is the c-degree βk+2−i that corresponds
to the p-degree αi of the smallest possible world ti of t in which σ is violated,
that is, ct(σ) = β1 if |=tk σ, and ct(σ) = min{βk+2−i| 6|=ti σ} otherwise.
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For example, when t denotes the p-SQL table of Table 1, then ct(dpt →
mng) = β1, ct(emp→ dpt) = β2, ct(u(emp)) = β3, and ct(n(emp)) = β4.

Constraints specify the semantics of an application domain. They govern
which databases are regarded as meaningful for the application. We classify
a p-SQL table as meaningful whenever it satisfies a given set of possibilistic
constraints (σ, β) (key, FD, NOT NULL constraint), which allow us to stipulate
the minimum marginal c-degree β by which the constraint σ must hold in every
p-SQL table that is considered to be meaningful in the application domain.

Definition 2 (Possibilistic constraints). Let (T,SP ) denote a p-SQL table
schema. A possibilistic SQL key, possibilistic SQL FD, or possibilistic NOT NULL

constraint is a pair (σ, β) where σ denotes an SQL key, FD or NOT NULL con-
straint over T , respectively, and β denotes a c-degree from STP . The p-constraint
(σ, βi) is satisfied by a p-SQL table t over (T,SP ) iff ct(σ) ≥ βi.

For example, when t denotes the p-SQL table of Table 1, then the following
examples of p-constraints are satisfied by t: (dpt → mng, β3) since ct(dpt →
mng) = β1 ≥ β3, (emp → dpt, β2) since ct(emp → dpt) = β2 ≥ β2, and
(u(emp), β4) since ct(u(emp)) = β3 ≥ β4. In other words, t satisfies these three
constraints. On the other hand, t violates (i.e. does not satisfy) any of the follow-
ing p-constraints: (emp→ dpt, β1) since ct(emp→ dpt) = β2 < β1, (u(emp), β2)
since ct(u(emp)) = β3 < β2, and (n(emp), β3) since ct(n(emp)) = β4 < β3.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

We aim at a comprehensive toolbox for reasoning about the integrity of real-
world entities in semi-structured big data. As underlying data model we chose

Fig. 3: Summary

a possibilistic extension of SQL. We showed
how previous work captures some of the big
data dimensions as special cases. Our defini-
tion of possibilistic keys, FDs, and NOT NULL

constraints lays the foundation for investigat-
ing fundamental reasoning tasks for them in
the future.

Indeed, different approaches should be ap-
plied to the big data dimensions, such as prob-
abilistic approaches to the veracity dimen-
sion [3], different approaches of handling miss-
ing information to the variety dimension such
as embedded keys and FDs [20], and differ-
ent approaches to entity integrity such as key
sets [19]. In a different direction, we may want
to add further big data dimensions. For exam-
ple, temporal extensions [11] may support the
velocity dimension.
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